
FREE MUSIC BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLES

Turn your love of music into a successful business. First, combine your knowledge with a good business plan. Start by
looking at these sample business plans.

Most labels take the shot gun approach to sales. Additionally, the investors friends and family are aware of
these parameters and have given their blessing. Strengths, weakness, opportunities, threats Set out your
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats â€” known as SWOT analysis. It provides the bands with the
intimate and specialized focus of the label. To support this month-long regional tour, Hillary and the band
started their own record label to release a studio CD for themselves. This approach is quite appealing to a few
bands. For many businesses this is quite difficult to swallow. The Indie labels are similar, however, they are a
bit more selective and do not always go for the most commercially viable bands. Management Mt. The
business operates to promote several Portland based bands, all with the common element of improvisation.
After no luck in her job search, Hillary began to consider something in the music industry because of her
passion for music. If you already have a financial history, make sure to set it out clearly and make realistic
projections for the future. Your strengths could include the following and reputation of your artists or access to
studios and influential contacts, while weaknesses could include a current lack of funding. Will you be taking
on any staff or partners to help you run the business? Have you carried out any market research, and do you
have any opportunities, clients or deals already lined up? Hood Records has been founded and will be run by
Hillary MacQuilliams. For Mt. Hood Records. Do you have a track record of discovering and breaking new
bands, or a string of successful previous releases? It will take a lot of work to pull this off, but with reasonable
expectation up front and the right management to execute on the business model, it will happen. KPIs could
include your expected profits margins, streaming and download targets, or expected media coverage. It was
more of a novelty to have started a label and released their own CD. What useful equipment do you currently
own or have access to? Sign at least five groups within the first three years. How will you promote and market
your artists, events and releases? Need actual charts? Hood Records it helps that these realistic expectations
have been established up front, and will not be an unwelcome future surprise. What makes it different,
potentially profitable and more exciting than the other independent labels out there? Work hard and have fun.
Hood Records is a Portland based record label for a select group of Portland based bands. At graduation, law
jobs were extremely difficult to come by. After the tour the band broke up and Hillary enrolled into law
school. Industry Analysis The retail record industry is dominated by a few large corporations. Hood Records
has been established to promote its bands and at the same time make a fair profit.


